



































































streams	 of	 literature	 that	 characterise	 related	 sub-fields	 such	 as	 accounting	 and	 economics	 (Weir,	
2014).	 While	 accounting	 has	 a	 long	 tradition	 of	 vivid	 discussions	 about	 the	 route	 of	 research	
progression	and	research	paradigms	(e.g.,	Beattie,	2005;	Beattie	and	Goodacre,	2004;	Brown	et	al.,	
2007;	Laughlin,	2007),	much	less	self-reflection	is	found	in	the	finance	academic	community.	Given	the	
size	 and	 stature	 of	 the	 research	 area,	 however,	 a	 more	 thorough	 and	 up-to-date	 introspective	
evaluation	of	the	characteristics	of	finance	publishing	is	now	surely	overdue.		
Similar	 to	 other	 research	 areas,	 scholars	 in	 finance	 operate	 in	 a	 largely	 autonomous	 environment	
where	 they	 are	 free	 to	 identify	 their	 own	 research	 agendas	 and	 to	 determine	 the	 appropriate	
methodologies	and	data	sources	to	tackle	them.	As	a	result,	the	body	of	published	research	output	will	
reflect	 the	summation	of	all	of	 these	choices	made	by	 individual	 researchers,	and	 it	 is	pertinent	 to	
question	 the	 kinds	 of	 outcomes	 that	 the	 process	 leads	 to	 in	 terms	 of	 the	 topics	 covered,	 the	
methodologies	employed,	the	prior	work	cited,	and	the	outlets	it	appears	in.	Decisions	about	what	to	
work	on	and	where	to	publish	it	will	arise	from	the	juxtaposition	of	several	factors	(see	the	discussion	
in,	 for	 example	 Whitley,	 2000	 and	 Woolgar,	 1988):	 intellectual	 curiosity,	 serendipity,	 a	 desire	 to	
influence	 policy	 or	 practice,	 and	 incentive	 structures	 relating	 both	 to	 prestige	 and	 academic	
performance	management.		
Although	 a	 reasonable	 number	 of	 studies	 have	 examined	 which	 topics	 are	 favoured	 for	 scholarly	
enquiry	 in	economics	(e.g.,	Kelly	and	Bruestle,	2011;	Kim	et	al.,	2006;	Kosnik,	2014)	and	in	areas	of	
accounting	 (e.g.,	Beattie,	2005;	Hesford	et	al.,	2006;	Merchant,	2010),	 little	 such	analysis	has	been	
undertaken	for	finance.	Existing	studies	are	limited	in	number	and	scope,	typically	covering	a	handful	








studies	 in	 finance	 and	 classifying	 them	 into	 one	 of	 three	 subject	 areas.	 A	 more	 recent	 study	 by	
Borokhovich	et	al.	(2016)	also	shows	that	the	number	of	corporate	finance	articles	has	increased	over	






























of	 finance	 to	 extend	 this	 line	 of	 enquiry	 and	 to	 provide	 an	 up-to-date	 assessment	 of	 the	 kinds	 of	
	 3	
research	that	are	produced	in	finance	and	the	institutional	environment	they	operate	within	–	not	only	








finance	 journals	has	grown	markedly	over	 the	past	 two	decades	and	 so	has	 the	number	of	papers	





than	merely	 the	 subject	matter	 (Willmott,	 1995;	Willmott,	 2011;	 Agyemang	 and	Broadbent,	 2015;	
Tourish	 and	Willmott,	 2015).	 The	most	 prevalent	 journal	 ratings	 list	 in	 the	UK	 is	 produced	 by	 the	
Association	 of	 Business	 Schools	 (ABS)	 and	 we	 rely	 on	 it	 to	 classify	 journals	 into	 different	 quality	
dimensions.2	Fifth,	and	more	narrowly,	for	early	career	researchers	and	those	outside	the	academy	
who	make	use	of	 its	 finance	outputs	 (e.g.,	 financial	market	regulators,	central	bankers,	hedge	fund	
analysts),	 it	 is	 instructive	to	know	which	subject	areas	and	specific	topics	are	covered	in	journals	of	



























extent	 is	 the	 research	published	 in	 the	 leading	 journals	 in	 finance	 concentrated	within	 the	
highest	rated	universities?	This	aspect	of	our	study	updates	existing	research,	discussed	below.	
5. How	 high	 are	 citation	 counts	 in	 finance	 relative	 to	 other	 sub-fields	 and	 are	 there	 any	





quality	 dimensions;	 specialist	 fields	 that	 have	 no	 top-rated	 niche	 journals	 of	 their	 own	 such	 as	
insurance	apparently	find	it	more	difficult	to	be	represented	at	that	level	in	the	generalist	outlets.	We	
find	 stronger	 evidence	 in	 finance	 for	 the	 lack	 of	 paradigmatic	 diversity	 in	 the	 methodological	
approaches	that	has	been	previously	documented	in	accounting,	with	the	positivist	approach	being	
vastly	predominant	and	relatedly,	we	uncover	an	almost	 total	absence	of	 interdisciplinary	research	
within	 studies	published	 in	 finance	 journals,	 in	 contrast	 to	other	 fields	 among	 the	 social	 sciences.3	
When	we	track	the	changing	nature	of	the	subject	matter	of	finance	research	over	time,	the	discipline	

















Our	 research	 embodies	 several	 related	 strands	 of	 analysis.	 Some	 of	 these	 bring	 now	 rather	 dated	
analysis	up	to	more	recent	times	and	expand	the	purview	from	a	handful	of	“elite”	journals	over	one	
or	two	years	to	cover	a	broad	range	of	journals	in	finance	over	a	20-year	period.	We	are	able	to	conduct	
a	 considerably	 more	 extensive	 analysis	 using	 a	 more	 sophisticated	 approach	 due	 to	 advances	 in	
databases	 and	 programming	 technology.	We	 believe	 that	 our	 research	 has	 several	 uses.	 First,	 by	
comprehensively	documenting	the	volumes	of	published	output	that	have	been	produced	in	finance	
over	a	long	period,	we	support	readers	–	both	academics	and	practitioners	–	who	wish	to	have	a	broad	






‘elite’	 versus	 more	 standard	 journals,	 we	 are	 able	 to	 shed	 new	 light	 on	 the	 lack	 of	 breadth	 and,	
arguably,	 the	 lack	of	 diversity	of	 finance	 as	 a	 subject	 area.	Our	 research	has	potentially	 important	
implications	for	the	recent	and	future	development	of	finance	as	a	scholarly	field	of	investigation,	and	
we	draw	these	out	in	the	concluding	section,	which	finishes	with	some	suggestions	regarding	how	the	













list,	 now	 more	 formally	 termed	 the	 Chartered	 Association	 of	 Business	 Schools’	 Academic	 Journal	
Guide,	is	‘a	guide	to	the	range,	subject	matter	and	relative	quality	of	journals	in	which	business	and	








special	 category	 for	 the	 so-called	 Journals	 of	Distinction	 (JOD).	 The	 latter	were	 formerly	 known	as	
“World	Elite	Journals”	in	previous	incarnations	of	the	ABS	list,	are	defined	as	“a	small	number	of	grade	






Governance;	 Banking;	 Insurance;	 Microstructure;	 Investments	 and	 Portfolio	 Management.	 The	





































8%	 on	 microstructure,	 and	 10%	 on	 investments	 and	 portfolio	 management.	 Corporate	 finance	 is	
considerably	 more	 popular	 in	 the	 elite	 journals	 (4*	 and	 JOD),	 with	 approximately	 double	 the	
percentage	of	work	in	that	area	compared	with	2*	and	3*	journals.	By	contrast,	work	on	insurance	is	
almost	entirely	absent	from	the	leading	journals,	it	usually	being	considered	a	specialist	area	but	having	
no	 top-rated	 journals	of	 its	own.	 It	 is	 rare	 for	 focused	 journals	 to	achieve	 the	highest	 ratings	 (with	
perhaps	the	Journal	of	Financial	Intermediation,	uprated	from	3*	to	4*	in	the	2015	revision	to	the	ABS	



























If	 we	 combine	 the	 number	 of	 studies	 using	 experimental	 techniques	 (e.g.,	 a	 lab-based	 analysis	 of	
trading	 behaviour	 under	 controlled	 conditions)	 with	 those	 using	 a	 qualitative	 approach	 (e.g.,	
interviews	or	questionnaires),	the	total	volume	of	such	studies	is	tiny	at	all	quality	levels,	comprising	
less	than	1%	of	all	research	categorised.	Thus	a	positivist	approach	to	research	design	using	tools	from	











The	 lack	of	paradigmatic	diversity	has	been	 lamented	 in	accounting	 (Merchant,	2010),	but	appears	









as	 rejection	 rates	at	 the	 top	 finance	 journals	are	particularly	high	 compared	 to	other	disciplines:	 a	







Panel	B.10	Although	 interdisciplinary	work	may	be	hard	 to	detect	and	thus	our	 figures	 likely	under-





approach	 is	 so	highly	 specialised.	Finance	 is	also	 found	 to	be	 less	 interdisciplinary	 than	most	other	
social	 sciences,	 including	accounting,	 and	only	12%	of	 citations	 in	 finance	publications	are	 to	work	
outside	of	finance	or	economics	(Borokhovich	et	al.,	1994a).	This	compares	with	half	for	accounting	
(Bricker,	1993),	anthropology	(half	of	research	from	other	fields),	political	sciences	(half),	psychology	
(27%),	 sociology	 (42%)	and	even	economics	 (22%)	 -	 all	 percentages	 from	Rigny	and	Barnes	 (1980).	
































on	 keywords	 as	 they	 are	 more	 representative	 of	 the	 topics	 and	 intended	 contributions	 from	 the	
perspective	 of	 the	 author.	 However,	 in	 unreported	 results,	we	 repeated	 the	 analysis	 for	 the	most	
commonly	 used	words	 in	 the	 abstracts	 of	 papers.12	 To	 the	 best	 of	 our	 knowledge,	 such	 a	 textual	
analysis	to	uncover	trends	in	finance	research	is	novel	to	the	literature.		
Using	 the	 same	sample	of	papers	as	 in	 the	previous	analysis	 (Table	1),	we	 identified	 the	300	most	
commonly	used	keywords	assigned	to	the	papers.13	We	filtered	out	generic	terms	from	the	list	that	do	
not	reflect	 field-specific	 terminology	and	thus	do	not	allow	us	to	deduce	any	patterns	 in	the	topics	












Due	 to	 the	 growing	 number	 of	 papers	 published	 in	 finance	 journals	 and	 covered	 in	 the	 Scopus	
database,	 we	 observe	 a	 strong	 upward	 trend	 in	 the	 number	 of	 times	 each	 specific	 keyword	 is	
mentioned	over	time.	To	account	for	this	trend	and	to	ensure	that	valid	comparisons	can	be	made	
across	the	years,	we	normalise	the	number	of	occurrences	of	a	specific	keyword	by	the	total	number	





















“risk”,	 “stock”,	 “equity”	 and	 “market”	 rank	 highly	 among	 the	 top	 20	 keywords	 across	 all	 journal	
qualities	as	well	as	over	time.	In	addition,	there	is	a	considerable	overlap	among	the	most	commonly	
used	 keywords	 across	 the	 different	 journal	 classifications,	 confirming	 our	 prior	 finding	 of	 a	 high	
similarity	of	research	topics	across	journal	quality	dimensions.	However,	a	closer	look	at	the	results	
reveals	 interesting	 differences	 in	 the	most	 popular	 topics	 across	 different	 journal	 qualities.	While	






















2011-2015	 sub-sample.	While	we	 can	 only	 speculate	 about	 the	 causes	 of	 this	 shift,	 the	 decline	 of	
“efficiency”	and	the	emergence	of	alternative	models	to	understand	financial	markets	(e.g.,	based	on	
behavioural	 finance)	might	 represent	 a	 change	 in	 the	 understanding	 of	 and	 approach	 to	 the	 field,	
allowing	for	a	more	multifaceted	concept	of	finance.	Secondly,	the	emergence	of	“corporate”	finance	
research	and	in	particular	“governance”	related	topics	 in	the	2000s	as	well	as	the	strong	interest	in	
research	 on	 “crisis”	 and	 “default”	 in	 the	 2011-2015	 period	 are	 interesting	 phenomena,	 given	 the	


































common	words	with	any	other	sub-area,	having	often	 less	 than	half	of	 the	words	 in	common	with	
other	areas.	The	lowest	match	exists	for	asset	pricing	and	corporate	governance	studies,	whereas	the	
greatest	overlap	in	common	words	can	be	found	between	asset	pricing	studies	and	work	in	the	areas	








rate	 of	 change	 from	 one	 sub-period	 to	 the	 next	 and	 hence	 allows	 a	 comparison	 among	 the	most	
	 14	
trending	finance	topics	across	different	journal	qualities.16	The	figures	confirm	some	of	the	trends	seen	
in	 Panel	 B	 of	 Table	 2	 such	 as	 the	 strong	 increase	 in	 research	 related	 to	 “crisis”	 (e.g.,	 “contagion”,	
“systemic”,	“default”)	which	is	particularly	strong	in	the	3*	journals	and	the	JODs.	These	topics	also	









Asset	 pricing-related	 research	 around	 “arbitrage”,	 “premium”,	 “predictability”,	 and	 “anomalies”	 is	
trending	in	top	journals	(JOD	and	to	a	lesser	extent	4*	journals),	while	research	around	“risk”	and	risk	
modelling	has	been	one	of	the	most	trending	topics	in	3*	journals,	reinforcing	the	focus	at	this	level	
on	 quantitative	 finance	 and	 mathematical	 approaches	 (see	 Table	 1).	 2*	 journals	 are	 increasingly	







However,	 we	 have	 to	 be	 cautious	 in	 drawing	 too	 strong	 a	 set	 of	 conclusions	 from	 this	 finding.	 A	
nuanced	analysis	of	these	patterns	reveals	a	more	subtle	shift	of	focus	within	these	strands	of	enquiry.	
















Again,	 the	 2*	 journals	 show	 the	most	 different	 pattern	 in	 declining	 topics	 compared	 to	 the	 other	
journal	categories.	While	we	see	some	trends	that	are	also	present	in	other	journals	(e.g.,	a	decline	in	




































these	 publications	 are	 apportioned	 to	 each	 specific	 academic	 institution.	 In	 order	 to	 assess	 the	




to	all	work	published	 in	the	field-specific	 journals	between	2011	and	2015	as	this	 is	the	point	from	
which	detailed	breakdowns	of	institutional	affiliations	are	available	in	SciVal.		






publishing	 in	 JOD	seem	to	be	particularly	underachieving	 in	 terms	of	citations	 to	 their	work	–	 they	
account	for	6%	of	the	published	work	yet	only	receive	4.6%	of	all	citations	–	while	authors	from	the	















findings	 extend	 those	 of	 Chan	 et	 al.	 (2016),	 who	 show	 that	 even	 lower	 rated	 finance	 journals	
(specifically,	 those	 rated	 as	 C-grade	 by	 the	 Australian	 Business	 Dean	 Council	 list)	 have	 significant	
numbers	of	US	researchers	among	their	authorships.		
According	to	our	analysis,	authors	from	UK	and	continental	European	institutions	appear	particularly	





dimension.	This	 finding	might	explain	why	the	2*	 journals	are	the	only	ones	that	 include	keywords	
representing	markets	outside	the	US	among	their	most	commonly	used	keywords,	as	these	journals	
are	 more	 populated	 by	 authors	 from	 non-Western	 and	 emerging	 economies.	 It	 is	 particularly	
interesting	 to	note	 that,	not	only	 is	 two	 thirds	of	 research	 in	 top-rated	 finance	 journals	written	by	
scholars	based	in	the	US,	the	percentage	of	citations	to	papers	written	by	US	authors	is	even	higher	at	
73%	 for	 JOD.	 It	may	be	 that	US-based	authors	are	working	on	more	mainstream	topics,	which	 the	
literature	 suggests	are	 likely	 to	garner	 far	more	 citations	 (Merchant,	2010),	or	 it	may	be	 that	 they	
benefit	from	the	network	effect	of	being	in	the	same	country	as	most	other	top	authors	and	choose	to	








pages	 in	 finance	 journals	and	only	15	are	 in	 the	 top	100.	 In	a	more	 recent	 study,	Keloharju	 (2008)	
documents	 that	among	the	300	most	cited	 finance	articles	published	within	 the	2000-2006	period,	

















little	 is	 known	about	whether	 this	 trend	 is	 persistent	 across	 different	 quality	 categories	 of	 finance	
journals.	Thus,	next	we	analyse	the	concentration	of	institutions	in	finance	journals	of	different	quality	
ratings.	First,	we	calculate	a	Herfindahl-style	concentration	index,	which	is	computed	by	squaring	the	
proportional	 share	 of	 all	 publications	 (citations)	within	 a	 quality	 category	 for	 each	 institution	 that	
publishes	(whose	work	is	cited)	within	this	category	and	aggregating	these	squared	values	to	arrive	at	
a	single	index	of	concentration	that	can	take	values	within	the	0	to	100	range.	The	higher	this	index,	





more	 highly	 concentrated	 and	 the	 vast	majority	 of	 work	 is	 produced	 by	 a	 smaller	 number	 of	 top	
institutions.	This	is	particularly	apparent	when	looking	at	the	percentages	of	publications	produced	by	
the	5%	most	publishing	institutions,	since	we	find	that	they	account	for	32%	of	all	published	outputs	
























































large	 share	 of	 all	 publications	 in	 JOD	 (11%	 of	 output	 for	 only	 eight	 institutions)	 and	 their	 output	
published	 in	 JOD	 receives	 a	 considerable	 share	 of	 citations	 (13%),	 indicating	 that	 their	 work	
overachieves	 in	 terms	 of	 the	 influence	 generated	 on	 the	 work	 of	 others.	 Strikingly,	 they	 are	
considerably	less	represented	in	the	lower	ranked	outlets	(2*	and	3*)	accounting	for	around	2%	of	all	
publications	and	3-4%	of	citations.	This	finding	might	not	come	as	a	surprise	since	in	a	well-functioning	
market	 for	 academic	 talent,	 researchers	 with	 the	 highest	 potential	 who	 are	 conducting	 the	most	
original	and	influential	work	are	more	likely	to	be	employed	at	top	universities	and	to	publish	their	
work	in	the	highest	rated	journals.	Interestingly,	however,	this	picture	changes	when	we	turn	to	the	
Russell	 Group,	 the	 Ivy	 League’s	 UK	 equivalent.	 Even	 though	 the	 Russell	 Group	 is	 comprised	 of	 24	
universities	–	as	compared	to	the	eight	Ivy	League	colleges	–	the	former	only	account	for	3%	of	the	
publications	and	2%	of	citations	in	the	finance	JOD.	However,	their	representation	both	in	terms	of	





























only	 across	 journals	 of	 different	 perceived	 quality	 levels,	 but	 also	 within	 journals,	 and	 between	
researchers	(Macdonald	and	Kam,	2011).	
The	 results	 of	 the	 previous	 sections	 suggest	 some	 interesting	 patterns	 regarding	 elite	 universities’	

































































and	 management.	 But	 research	 published	 in	 almost	 all	 the	 lower	 rated	 journals	 has	 much	 lower	









hiring,	 tenure	 and	 promotion	 decisions	 should	 cease.	 Impact	 factors	 measured	 over	 a	 short	 time	
horizon	 are	 argued	 to	 be	 particularly	 dangerous,	 since	 they	 favour	 work	 which	 is	 on	 currently	
fashionable	topics	and	produces	a	quick	hit.	This	occurs	at	the	expense	of	‘slow	burners’	which	have	a	
greater	effect	on	scholarly	thinking	over	the	longer	term	(Mingers,	2008).	The	high	concentration	of	
citations	 in	 finance	speaks	 to	 the	ability	of	 those	 top	 journals	 to	define	and	shape	the	 field.	 It	also	
signifies	a	lack	of	plurality	in	approaches	and	perspectives	as	documented	in	Section	2.	While	finance	
does	not	seem	to	be	the	only	field	with	highly	skewed	citation	patterns	in	favour	of	top-rated	journals,	
















adopt	 an	 empirical	 approach	 involving	 the	 analysis	 of	 secondary	 data;	 the	 use	 of	 case	 studies,	
interviews	or	experimental	techniques	is	almost	conspicuously	absent	in	all	classes	of	journals.		
The	 broad	 similarities	 in	 subject	matter	 and	 in	methodology	 in	 finance	 publications	 across	 journal	
quality	 ratings	 are	 striking	 and	 as	 Gendron	 and	 Smith-Lacroix	 (2015,	 p.97)	 note,	 it	 is	 ironic	 that	 a	
discipline	which	espouses	the	benefits	of	diversification	as	one	of	its	core	principles	shows	a	research	




down	 effect	 where	 the	 studies	 that	 are	 eventually	 published	 in	 3*	 and	 2*	 journals	 were	 initially	
targeted	at	JOD	and	4*	outlets	but	were	rejected	and	re-submitted	to	lower	rated	journals.	The	latter	
explanation	 seems	particularly	 likely	 given	 the	 high	 rejection	 rates	 in	 top	 finance	 journals	 and	 the	
importance	 of	 journal	 ratings	 for	 performance	measurement	 in	 universities,	 which	 provide	 strong	








systematically	under-rates	 interdisciplinary	 research,	which	 inevitably	 falls	between	subject-specific	










research,	 particularly	 among	 the	 elite	 journals,	 and	 exposes	 an	 increase	 in	 research	 around	
bankruptcy,	 default	 and	 credit	 risk	 following	 the	 global	 financial	 crisis,	 suggesting	 that	 finance	
	 25	
researchers	 are	 responding	 to	 the	evolution	of	 real	world	events	when	determining	 their	 research	
agendas.	 However,	 when	 combined	 with	 our	 other	 findings	 above,	 it	 appears	 that	 the	 change	 in	
research	agendas	has	involved	relatively	trivial	extensions	of	existing	approaches	rather	than	involving	
the	complete	paradigm	shift	in	approaches	and	models	as	called	for	by	some	authors	(e.g.,	Lo,	2011).	
While	our	analysis	of	 the	 trends	and	patterns	 in	 finance	 research	needs	 to	be	 interpreted	as	mere	
indications	of	the	potential	future	development	of	the	field,	our	findings	nevertheless	raise	important	
questions	as	to	the	field’s	influence	on	the	finance	industry,	and	vice	versa.	While	Mackenzie	(2006)	in	
his	 reflection	 on	 the	 connections	 between	 scholarly	 finance	 research	 and	 the	 development	 of	
derivatives	markets	attested	 finance	 research	 to	 serve	as	an	engine	of	enquiry	by	 shaping	 realities	
rather	than	purely	documenting	empirical	facts,	given	the	recent	developments	in	light	of	the	financial	




in	any	 field	are	 likely	 to	be	very	well	established,	publishing	on	popular	and	commonly	 researched	
topics	using	standard	methodologies	and	uncontroversial	theoretical	frameworks.	They	tend	to	be	well	
resourced	 and	have	 the	backing	of	 prestigious	 bodies	 (Mingers	 and	Willmott,	 2013),	 lessening	 the	





difficult	 for	new	 journals	 to	become	established	 (Mingers	 and	Willmott,	 2013).	 By	definition	 these	


















leading	 journals	 in	 finance,	and	US	authors	over-achieve	 in	terms	of	citations	even	given	their	high	
proportion	of	the	total	volume	of	work.	Moreover,	it	appears	that	US	journals	are	less	likely	to	publish	
work	 by	 non-US	 based	 authors	 than	 journals	 edited	 in	 other	 locations.	 Jones	 and	 Roberts	 (2005)	
examine	the	authoring	of	articles	in	six	US-based	and	six	UK-based	journals	(in	total,	nine	of	which	are	
in	accounting,	two	are	in	finance	and	one	spans	both)	over	a	five-year	period	in	the	late	1990s.	They	









in	 the	US,	 concerning?	 It	 seems	 indisputable	 that	much	 of	 the	 best	 research,	 however	 defined,	 is	
produced	in	the	most	elite	institutions	and	being	published	in	the	highest	quality	journals.	This	is	cause	
























potential	 of	 such	 ratings	 to	 ‘fragment	 and	 politicize	 junior	 faculties’	 identities’.	While	Malsch	 and	
Tessier’s	 reflections	 centre	 on	 scholars	 in	 the	 field	 of	 accounting,	 given	 the	 even	 stronger	 relative	
difference	 between	 the	 impact	 of	 publications	 in	 top	 finance	 journals	 and	 their	 lower	 rated	
counterparts,	these	tendencies	are	likely	to	be	intensified	for	junior	finance	academics.	In	addition	to	
the	likely	impact	on	academics’	research	agendas,	differences	in	the	difficulty	to	publish	in	top	journals	









































iterate	 the	 importance	of	 forming	a	 judgement	on	 the	quality	of	work	by	 reading	and	discussing	 it	
rather	 than	purely	 relying	on	 journal	 ratings	 lists.	We	propose	 that	doctoral	 research	programmes	
continue	 in	 the	UK	tradition	of	offering	wide-ranging	modules	 in	qualitative	as	well	as	quantitative	
methods.	While	 traditionally	a	 feature	of	UK-based	PhD	programmes,	 there	 is	a	danger	 that	wider	
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governance	 Banking	 Insurance	 Microstructure	
Investments	and	
Portfolio	Management	
JOD	 3513	 31.97	 27.70	 9.74	 9.62	 0.63	 8.85	 11.50	
4-star	 5304	 26.85	 29.26	 12.37	 12.52	 0.62	 7.01	 11.37	
3-star	 13940	 35.06	 14.48	 8.92	 16.71	 6.13	 8.69	 10.01	
2-star	 7837	 35.72	 15.48	 12.59	 13.33	 7.29	 5.21	 10.39	
All	journals,	1996-2005	 8052	 36.50	 19.46	 9.04	 12.72	 3.39	 8.99	 9.90	
All	journals,	2006-2015	 22534	 32.36	 18.58	 11.09	 14.88	 5.36	 7.00	 10.73	
All	journals,	all	years	 30594	 33.45	 18.81	 10.55	 14.31	 4.84	 7.53	 10.51	
Panel	B:	Percentage	of	work	classified	by	methodological	approach	by	journal	rating	
	 Total	number	of	papers	classified	 Empirical	 Economic	Theory	 Experimental	 Qualitative	 Maths	Theory	
Percentage	work	that	is	
Interdisciplinary	
JOD	 3193	 81.74	 4.10	 0.13	 0.66	 13.37	 2.97	
4-star	 4941	 82.13	 4.53	 0.18	 0.71	 12.45	 3.47	
3-star	 15078	 68.17	 4.72	 0.06	 0.50	 26.55	 2.76	
2-star	 8487	 68.05	 5.34	 0.09	 1.00	 25.52	 3.10	
All	journals,	1996-2005	 8637	 72.33	 5.06	 0.06	 0.63	 21.93	 2.96	
All	journals,	2006-2015	 23052	 71.43	 4.70	 0.11	 0.70	 23.06	 3.01	










Banking	 Insurance	 Microstructure	 Investments	and	
Portfolio	Management	
Empirical	 62.91	 81.53	 80.78	 72.74	 41.81	 81.99	 79.74	
Economic	Theory	 6.47	 3.45	 5.89	 5.41	 8.10	 2.46	 3.54	
Experimental	 0.06	 0.16	 0.17	 0.12	 0.09	 0.06	 0.04	
Qualitative	 0.30	 0.44	 1.71	 0.83	 1.67	 0.76	 0.90	
Maths	Theory	 30.26	 14.42	 11.45	 20.90	 48.33	 14.72	 15.78	
Interdisciplinary	 2.29	 4.55	 8.07	 3.43	 5.02	 1.88	 2.86	








Panel	A	 All	Journals	 JoD	 4-star	 3-star	 2-star	
1	 risk	 4.53%	 corporate	 3.45%	 corporate	 3.66%	 risk	 5.12%	 risk	 4.18%	
2	 corporate	 2.38%	 risk	 3.15%	 risk	 2.56%	 bank	 2.22%	 corporate	 3.11%	
3	 volatility	 2.12%	 governance	 2.02%	 governance	 2.33%	 volatility	 2.22%	 option	 2.59%	
4	 option	 1.95%	 stock	 1.86%	 policy	 2.28%	 option	 1.78%	 volatility	 2.53%	
5	 bank	 1.91%	 liquidity	 1.80%	 bank	 2.10%	 pricing	 1.69%	 governance	 2.27%	
6	 stock	 1.84%	 option	 1.66%	 equity	 1.41%	 stock	 1.66%	 stock	 2.26%	
7	 governance	 1.69%	 pricing	 1.63%	 liquidity	 1.39%	 credit	 1.65%	 market	 1.90%	
8	 pricing	 1.63%	 equity	 1.58%	 stock	 1.38%	 market	 1.61%	 pricing	 1.69%	
9	 market	 1.62%	 fund	 1.43%	 credit	 1.38%	 stochastic	 1.52%	 stochastic	 1.42%	
10	 credit	 1.50%	 trading	 1.35%	 monetary	 1.26%	 corporate	 1.48%	 insurance	 1.33%	
11	 stochastic	 1.29%	 merger	 1.34%	 compensation	 1.23%	 model	 1.38%	 credit	 1.23%	
12	 model	 1.16%	 volatility	 1.31%	 ownership	 1.16%	 crisis	 1.26%	 bank	 1.12%	
13	 crisis	 1.14%	 bank	 1.30%	 option	 1.15%	 trading	 1.16%	 model	 1.05%	
14	 trading	 1.14%	 market	 1.21%	 debt	 1.09%	 governance	 1.13%	 social	 1.00%	
15	 policy	 1.08%	 compensation	 1.19%	 merger	 1.07%	 policy	 0.96%	 trading	 0.99%	
16	 liquidity	 1.00%	 acquisition	 1.12%	 banking	 1.07%	 rate	 0.95%	 crisis	 0.96%	
17	 equity	 0.93%	 ownership	 1.11%	 acquisition	 1.03%	 liquidity	 0.95%	 equity	 0.87%	
18	 banking	 0.88%	 return	 1.09%	 fund	 1.02%	 banking	 0.94%	 return	 0.84%	
19	 efficiency	 0.87%	 premium	 1.07%	 trading	 1.02%	 efficiency	 0.92%	 efficiency	 0.83%	
20	 return	 0.85%	 credit	 1.04%	 regulation	 1.00%	 theory	 0.83%	 hedging	 0.79%	
Panel	B	 1996-2000	 	 2001-2005	 	 2006-2010	 	 2011-2015	
1	 risk	 3.24%	 	 risk	 3.99%	 	 risk	 4.30%	 	 risk	 4.75%	
2	 stock	 2.35%	 	 option	 2.28%	 	 corporate	 2.56%	 	 corporate	 2.31%	
3	 option	 2.18%	 	 corporate	 2.16%	 	 volatility	 2.14%	 	 volatility	 2.09%	
4	 pricing	 2.11%	 	 bank	 1.94%	 	 option	 1.98%	 	 bank	 1.92%	
5	 bank	 2.02%	 	 market	 1.89%	 	 governance	 1.98%	 	 credit	 1.69%	
6	 volatility	 1.93%	 	 stock	 1.83%	 	 stock	 1.85%	 	 option	 1.67%	
7	 market	 1.82%	 	 volatility	 1.81%	 	 pricing	 1.64%	 	 stock	 1.62%	
8	 rate	 1.58%	 	 pricing	 1.76%	 	 bank	 1.64%	 	 governance	 1.57%	
9	 corporate	 1.54%	 	 governance	 1.55%	 	 market	 1.55%	 	 crisis	 1.53%	
10	 efficiency	 1.28%	 	 credit	 1.26%	 	 credit	 1.37%	 	 market	 1.44%	
11	 trading	 1.27%	 	 stochastic	 1.23%	 	 stochastic	 1.36%	 	 pricing	 1.40%	
12	 stochastic	 1.20%	 	 trading	 1.21%	 	 model	 1.19%	 	 stochastic	 1.18%	
13	 model	 1.17%	 	 rate	 1.12%	 	 policy	 1.09%	 	 liquidity	 1.14%	
14	 ownership	 1.06%	 	 model	 1.10%	 	 trading	 1.02%	 	 policy	 1.12%	
15	 return	 1.00%	 	 liquidity	 0.95%	 	 insurance	 1.01%	 	 trading	 1.09%	
16	 bond	 0.93%	 	 policy	 0.89%	 	 equity	 0.92%	 	 model	 1.08%	
17	 banking	 0.91%	 	 efficiency	 0.86%	 	 liquidity	 0.82%	 	 equity	 0.91%	
18	 equity	 0.91%	 	 banking	 0.81%	 	 banking	 0.82%	 	 return	 0.88%	
19	 spread	 0.83%	 	 crisis	 0.80%	 	 board	 0.81%	 	 banking	 0.87%	
20	 governance	 0.81%	 	 equity	 0.79%	 	 efficiency	 0.81%	 	 default	 0.86%	
		 39	
Table	2	Continued	…	
Panel	C	 Asset	pricing	 Corporate	finance	 Corporate	governance	 Banking	 Insurance	 Microstructure	 Investments	and	Portfolio	Management	
1	 	stock	 10143	 	risk	 4134	 	corporate	 5020	 	bank	 6935	 	risk	 3866	 	stock	 3233	 	risk	 3403	
2	 	risk	 8382	 	stock	 4048	 	governance	 4885	 	risk	 5868	 	insurance	 2526	 	trading	 2839	 	stock	 3076	
3	 	return	 7353	 	bank	 2979	 	board	 3723	 	credit	 3701	 	model	 1290	 	liquidity	 2701	 	fund	 1987	
4	 	volatility	 6632	 	debt	 2911	 	risk	 3665	 	banking	 2588	 	stock	 1282	 	risk	 2635	 	volatility	 1822	
5	 	option	 4429	 	dividend	 2419	 	stock	 3133	 	default	 2461	 	volatility	 1272	 	volatility	 2478	 	model	 1502	
6	 	model	 3802	 	corporate	 2253	 	ownership	 2491	 	loan	 2368	 	option	 1252	 	market	 1928	 	option	 1447	
7	 	pricing	 3485	 	option	 2027	 	bank	 1902	 	stock	 2197	 	pension	 1195	 	option	 1621	 	equity	 1398	
8	 	market	 3313	 	equity	 1959	 	option	 1842	 	volatility	 1842	 	mortality	 1008	 	model	 1284	 	empirical	 1383	
9	 	price	 3306	 	volatility	 1927	 	empirical	 1692	 	model	 1745	 	policy	 988	 	trade	 1249	 	market	 1270	
10	 	investor	 3200	 	empirical	 1892	 	shareholder	 1620	 	rate	 1597	 	rate	 966	 	price	 1172	 	price	 1170	
11	 	trading	 3044	 	policy	 1876	 	volatility	 1611	 	policy	 1554	 	claim	 948	 	spread	 1158	 	forecast	 1143	
12	 	empirical	 2820	 	model	 1653	 	ceo	 1594	 	empirical	 1540	 	life	 939	 	empirical	 1112	 	hedge	 1118	
13	 	equity	 2771	 	target	 1553	 	company	 1465	 	crisis	 1460	 	premium	 888	 	future	 1097	 	strategy	 1082	
14	 	returns	 2198	 	cash	 1505	 	model	 1464	 	market	 1460	 	empirical	 796	 	volume	 912	 	mutual	 1078	
15	 	strategy	 2187	 	country	 1422	 	policy	 1314	 	option	 1440	 	pricing	 785	 	rate	 878	 	trading	 1049	
16	 	stochastic	 2164	 	earning	 1402	 	compensation	 1307	 	country	 1279	 	insurer	 776	 	bank	 825	 	policy	 1044	
17	 	dynamic	 2141	 	market	 1305	 	director	 1209	 	insurance	 1267	 	loss	 721	 	policy	 763	 	bank	 1013	
18	 	future	 2059	 	credit	 1274	 	country	 1158	 	loss	 1143	 	price	 709	 	pricing	 761	 	rate	 979	
19	 	rate	 2007	 	ownership	 1260	 	incentive	 1027	 	pricing	 1107	 	market	 698	 	dynamic	 753	 	return	 947	





























1	 hedge	 534.6	 0.34	 		 arbitrage	 270.6	 0.52	 		 lending	 297.4	 0.61	 		 systemic	 104.8	 0.36	 		 director	 307.0	 0.48	
2	 constraint	 440.3	 0.32	 		 predictability	 251.6	 0.90	 		 inflation	 291.0	 0.63	 		 value-at-risk	 86.6	 0.22	 		 board	 270.2	 0.70	
3	 social	 438.7	 0.46	 		 credit	 208.7	 1.41	 		 monetary	 288.5	 1.13	 		 copula	 74.8	 0.40	 		 governance	 262.8	 1.85	
4	 copula	 425.2	 0.36	 		 dynamic	 208.7	 0.39	 		 money	 224.2	 0.45	 		 sovereign	 69.9	 0.31	 		 social	 242.2	 0.89	
5	 ceo	 420.1	 0.35	 		 cash	 202.2	 0.33	 		 arbitrage	 219.1	 0.23	 		 contagion	 68.3	 0.31	 		 responsibility	 241.6	 0.61	
6	 systemic	 349.7	 0.36	 		 announcement	 156.3	 0.22	 		 predictability	 191.2	 0.43	 		 governance	 64.7	 0.79	 		 pension	 161.7	 0.56	
7	 contagion	 138.5	 0.28	 		 premium	 154.3	 1.25	 		 credit	 188.4	 1.61	 		 global	 60.1	 0.27	 		 utility	 154.0	 0.33	
8	 predictability	 89.0	 0.27	 		 default	 153.9	 0.42	 		 constraint	 181.2	 0.61	 		 tail	 58.2	 0.29	 		 investor	 146.9	 0.31	
9	 crisis	 48.5	 0.97	 		 lending	 149.3	 0.52	 		 premium	 129.2	 0.76	 		 rating	 56.0	 0.19	 		 ethic	 137.0	 0.10	
10	 rating	 39.3	 0.20	 		 holding	 148.0	 0.35	 		 default	 128.7	 0.55	 		 jump	 54.2	 0.23	 		 corporate	 136.2	 2.34	
11	 default	 38.6	 0.53	 		 uncertainty	 142.1	 0.28	 		 cycle	 126.5	 0.40	 		 crisis	 51.5	 1.13	 		 jump	 132.8	 0.10	
12	 utility	 36.7	 0.14	 		 constraint	 134.7	 0.62	 		 dynamic	 124.4	 0.45	 		 default	 45.7	 0.64	 		 disclosure	 124.9	 0.21	
13	 lending	 35.9	 0.20	 		 hedge	 131.0	 0.76	 		 political	 123.6	 0.54	 		 utility	 44.7	 0.15	 		 shareholder	 122.7	 0.13	
14	 credit	 33.9	 0.95	 		 asymmetric	 125.8	 0.25	 		 uncertainty	 122.6	 0.27	 		 liquidity	 41.0	 0.74	 		 Islamic	 112.7	 0.35	
15	 governance	 32.9	 0.76	 		 crisis	 118.8	 1.35	 		 social	 122.0	 0.37	 		 dependence	 41.0	 0.29	 		 merger	 108.5	 0.28	
16	 dynamic	 32.8	 0.38	 		 hedging	 117.1	 0.18	 		 crisis	 118.0	 1.14	 		 swap	 39.6	 0.27	 		 optimization	 107.9	 0.36	
17	 dependence	 32.7	 0.19	 		 cycle	 110.3	 0.15	 		 rule	 117.4	 0.30	 		 Lévy	 36.0	 0.10	 		 stakeholder	 107.6	 0.13	
18	 liquidity	 30.6	 0.57	 		 political	 109.7	 0.56	 		 mortgage	 113.1	 0.33	 		 institutional	 34.4	 0.15	 		 monetary	 106.9	 0.27	
19	 estate	 30.1	 -0.09	 		 social	 96.6	 0.35	 		 price	 108.9	 0.38	 		 forecasting	 32.2	 0.17	 		 mutual	 99.7	 0.34	






























1	 bid-ask	 -49.5	 -0.40	 		 offering	 -44.7	 -1.38	 		 offering	 -43.7	 -1.31	 		 bid-ask	 -34.3	 -0.30	 		 Japanese	 -40.3	 -0.82	
2	 ruin	 -36.2	 -0.55	 		 restructuring	 -41.1	 -0.61	 		 bid-ask	 -38.6	 -0.52	 		 cointegration	 -34.0	 -0.56	 		 currency	 -36.3	 -0.83	
3	 offering	 -36.0	 -0.50	 		 microstructure	 -38.2	 -0.77	 		 ownership	 -35.4	 -2.09	 		 rate	 -31.9	 -1.33	 		 parity	 -32.7	 -0.42	
4	 cointegration	 -32.7	 -0.48	 		 book-to-market	 -33.5	 -0.34	 		 microstructure	 -34.7	 -0.59	 		 ruin	 -30.5	 -0.81	 		 long	 -32.1	 -0.35	
5	 takeover	 -31.7	 -0.37	 		 seasoned	 -33.0	 -0.39	 		 derivative	 -32.6	 -0.29	 		 incomplete	 -26.1	 -0.25	 		 Hong	Kong	 -31.3	 -0.35	
6	 rate	 -29.7	 -1.03	 		 spread	 -30.8	 -1.04	 		 seasoned	 -31.1	 -0.33	 		 martingale	 -23.9	 -0.31	 		 rate	 -31.1	 -1.00	
7	 parity	 -26.4	 -0.28	 		 nyse	 -30.7	 -0.25	 		 offer	 -30.4	 -0.31	 		 expectation	 -23.7	 -0.32	 		 forward	 -30.6	 -0.43	
8	 expectation	 -25.3	 -0.23	 		 ownership	 -29.8	 -2.01	 		 tender	 -30.0	 -0.24	 		 merger	 -22.7	 -0.39	 		 issue	 -30.4	 -0.35	
9	 microstructure	 -23.8	 -0.37	 		 Bayesian	 -29.8	 -0.34	 		 restructuring	 -29.9	 -0.50	 		 parity	 -21.2	 -0.28	 		 Asian	 -30.3	 -0.46	
10	 future	 -21.2	 -0.32	 		 offer	 -28.9	 -0.34	 		 future	 -29.4	 -0.24	 		 distribution	 -18.9	 -0.19	 		 vector	 -29.9	 -0.29	
11	 ownership	 -17.0	 -0.50	 		 emerging	 -28.6	 -0.34	 		 event	 -29.2	 -0.34	 		 claim	 -17.8	 -0.23	 		 cointegration	 -29.7	 -0.84	
12	 currency	 -16.5	 -0.27	 		 tender	 -26.7	 -0.25	 		 book-to-market	 -29.1	 -0.24	 		 forward	 -17.3	 -0.15	 		 integration	 -28.5	 -0.46	
13	 garch	 -15.6	 -0.25	 		 issue	 -25.1	 -0.25	 		 signaling	 -27.5	 -0.52	 		 error	 -15.8	 -0.18	 		 share	 -28.4	 -0.30	
14	 error	 -15.6	 -0.16	 		 event	 -24.8	 -0.48	 		 nasdaq	 -26.5	 -0.86	 		 future	 -15.4	 -0.21	 		 garch	 -26.5	 -0.66	
15	 spread	 -15.3	 -0.33	 		 privatization	 -24.5	 -0.22	 		 option	 -24.4	 -1.03	 		 equilibrium	 -15.1	 -0.25	 		 future	 -26.2	 -0.66	
16	 cost	 -14.4	 -0.28	 		 repurchase	 -24.3	 -0.38	 		 spread	 -22.9	 -0.77	 		 acquisition	 -14.0	 -0.16	 		 microstructure	 -26.2	 -0.30	
17	 efficiency	 -14.0	 -0.50	 		 share	 -24.2	 -0.33	 		 stochastic	 -22.1	 -0.25	 		 currency	 -13.3	 -0.25	 		 offering	 -25.9	 -0.48	
18	 martingale	 -14.0	 -0.17	 		 dividend	 -22.2	 -0.60	 		 certification	 -20.7	 -0.24	 		 efficiency	 -12.5	 -0.51	 		 announcement	 -25.6	 -0.28	
19	 pricing	 -12.8	 -0.72	 		 strategic	 -21.4	 -0.18	 		 pricing	 -20.5	 -0.80	 		 power	 -12.5	 -0.14	 		 volume	 -22.4	 -0.32	








publishing	authors	are	 retrieved	 from	SciVal	and	 the	sample	 is	 restricted	 to	all	work	published	 in	 the	 field-specific	 journals	between	2011	and	2015.	Further	details	on	 the	classification	
procedure	are	provided	in	Section	4.	
		 US	 	 UK	 	 Europe	ex	UK	 	 Australia	&	Oceania	 	 Asia	 	 Africa	&	South	America	
		 Pub.	 Cit.	 	 Pub.	 Cit.	 	 Pub.	 Cit.	 	 Pub.	 Cit.	 	 Pub.	 Cit.	 	 Pub.	 Cit.	
JOD	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		
Finance	 69.99%	 73.31%	 		 5.95%	 4.58%	 		 11.11%	 11.39%	 		 1.66%	 1.38%	 		 7.45%	 6.64%	 		 0.19%	 0.08%	
Accounting	 69.49%	 69.05%	 		 5.15%	 5.34%	 		 7.17%	 6.12%	 		 3.68%	 3.10%	 		 9.50%	 11.31%	 		 0.06%	 0.01%	
Economics	 63.50%	 69.98%	 		 6.97%	 5.68%	 		 17.46%	 15.95%	 		 1.23%	 0.84%	 		 6.88%	 4.40%	 		 0.62%	 0.71%	
Other	Subfields	 58.48%	 58.32%	 		 6.27%	 7.49%	 		 15.99%	 15.29%	 		 2.90%	 3.16%	 		 10.39%	 9.50%	 		 0.58%	 0.32%	
Rank	of	Finance/13	 3	 2	 		 6	 10	 		 10	 8	 		 9	 10	 		 9	 9	 		 9	 7	
4-star	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		
Finance	 59.94%	 67.86%	 		 6.97%	 5.36%	 		 15.23%	 12.97%	 		 2.80%	 1.93%	 		 10.68%	 8.80%	 		 0.64%	 0.20%	
Accounting	 68.39%	 69.16%	 		 4.90%	 4.94%	 		 7.22%	 5.94%	 		 3.06%	 2.60%	 		 10.43%	 11.79%	 		 0.04%	 0.01%	
Economics	 53.06%	 60.63%	 		 9.85%	 9.60%	 		 19.71%	 18.46%	 		 2.71%	 1.91%	 		 9.88%	 5.74%	 		 0.93%	 0.77%	
Other	Subfields	 42.07%	 42.58%	 		 14.44%	 15.14%	 		 21.73%	 15.46%	 		 4.71%	 4.47%	 		 10.49%	 9.60%	 		 1.15%	 0.86%	
Rank	of	Finance/22	 4	 2	 		 16	 17	 		 20	 20	 		 17	 19	 		 7	 9	 		 13	 15	
3-star	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		
Finance	 28.26%	 29.24%	 		 14.23%	 14.12%	 		 28.03%	 29.46%	 		 5.84%	 6.00%	 		 17.60%	 14.76%	 		 1.56%	 1.79%	
Accounting	 36.08%	 32.69%	 		 19.78%	 21.08%	 		 16.43%	 16.62%	 		 13.35%	 17.12%	 		 9.33%	 6.65%	 		 0.99%	 0.67%	
Economics	 34.12%	 37.82%	 		 9.78%	 10.34%	 		 34.07%	 33.85%	 		 4.12%	 4.46%	 		 11.53%	 8.15%	 		 2.40%	 2.09%	
Other	Subfields	 25.72%	 24.95%	 		 17.01%	 17.46%	 		 29.35%	 31.06%	 		 6.07%	 6.16%	 		 15.43%	 14.18%	 		 1.97%	 1.59%	
Rank	of	Finance/22	 12	 9	 		 14	 13	 		 12	 10	 		 10	 11	 		 8	 8	 		 11	 10	
2-star	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		
Finance	 24.51%	 25.77%	 		 9.89%	 11.17%	 		 27.80%	 28.96%	 		 7.62%	 7.98%	 		 21.09%	 18.55%	 		 3.42%	 2.33%	
Accounting	 32.03%	 26.46%	 		 10.99%	 13.17%	 		 15.65%	 19.91%	 		 21.98%	 24.90%	 		 14.20%	 9.69%	 		 1.95%	 1.50%	
Economics	 24.61%	 26.01%	 		 8.77%	 9.25%	 		 33.63%	 36.51%	 		 5.50%	 5.79%	 		 20.32%	 15.99%	 		 3.48%	 3.12%	
Other	Subfields	 23.42%	 24.58%	 		 14.70%	 14.86%	 		 31.57%	 32.18%	 		 7.39%	 7.30%	 		 15.51%	 13.92%	 		 2.67%	 2.30%	


















		 JOD	 4star	 3star	 2star	
Panel	A:	Publications	 		 		 		 		
Herfindahl	Index:	 1.01	 0.56	 0.22	 0.19	
Percentage	in	Top	5	%	Institutions	by	Publications:	 31.87%	 32.58%	 28.97%	 25.10%	
Percentage	in	Top	10	%	Institutions	by	Publications:	 47.76%	 49.47%	 44.42%	 39.53%	
Percentage	in	Top	50	%	Institutions	by	Publications:	 91.57%	 91.28%	 90.27%	 86.26%	
Percentage	of	Publications	from	Ivy	League	Colleges:	 11.06%	 7.40%	 1.55%	 2.26%	
Percentage	of	Publications	from	Russell	Group	Institutions:	 3.08%	 3.85%	 6.70%	 4.52%	
Percentage	of	Publications	from	THE	Top	100	Universities:	 55.47%	 41.85%	 18.18%	 17.43%	
Percentage	of	Publications	from	QS	MBA	Top	200	Schools:	 73.72%	 59.45%	 31.95%	 28.08%	
Total	number	of	institutions:	 329		 638		 1,402		 1,348		
Total	number	of	publications:	 2,504		 4,853		 12,065		 6,499		
Panel	B:	Citations	 		 		 		 		
Herfindahl	Index:	 1.34	 0.99	 0.28	 0.32	
Percentage	in	Top	5	%	Institutions	by	Citations:	 37.62%	 44.79%	 34.44%	 36.05%	
Percentage	in	Top	10	%	Institutions	by	Citations:	 53.45%	 63.57%	 50.99%	 52.25%	
Percentage	in	Top	50	%	Institutions	by	Citations:	 94.98%	 97.12%	 94.27%	 94.48%	
Percentage	of	Citations	from	Ivy	League	Colleges:	 13.36%	 11.34%	 2.48%	 3.83%	
Percentage	of	Citations	from	Russell	Group	Institutions:	 2.29%	 2.80%	 6.47%	 5.05%	
Percentage	of	Citations	from	THE	Top	100	Universities:	 58.21%	 51.28%	 19.59%	 22.57%	
Percentage	of	Citations	from	QS	MBA	Top	200	Schools:	 74.07%	 68.15%	 34.19%	 31.81%	
Total	number	of	institutions:	 329	 638	 1,402	 1,348	













Sub-field	 JOD	 4*	 3*	 2*	 Ratio	JOD:(3*+2*)	
Ratio	
4*:(3*+2*)	
Finance	 2.76	 3.02	 1.36	 0.70	 2.68	 2.93	
Accountancy	 1.83	 2.35	 1.21	 0.55	 2.08	 2.68	
Business	History	and	Economic	History		 	 1.63	 0.99	 0.78	 	 1.84	
Economics	 3.39	 3.48	 1.81	 1.11	 2.33	 2.39	
Entrepreneurship	&	Small	Business	Management	 	 2.55	 1.60	 0.88	 	 2.06	
Ethics	and	CSR	 3.76	 3.30	 1.78	 1.21	 2.51	 2.21	
Human	Resource	Management	and	Employment	 	 1.53	 1.39	 0.84	 	 1.37	
International	Business	&	Area	 2.10	 2.51	 1.53	 1.00	 1.66	 1.99	
Information	Management	 2.67	 2.59	 1.88	 1.63	 1.52	 1.48	
Innovation	 	 2.45	 1.70	 1.11	 	 1.74	
Management	Development	and	Education	 	 1.88	 2.03	 1.19	 	 1.17	
Marketing	 0.57	 0.59	 0.99	 1.01	 0.57	 0.59	
Operations	and	Technology	 1.30	 2.30	 1.79	 1.55	 0.77	 1.38	
Operations	Research	&	Management	Science	 2.23	 3.11	 2.10	 1.17	 1.36	 1.90	
Organisational	Studies	 2.55	 2.08	 1.55	 0.94	 2.05	 1.68	
Psychology	(General)	 	 4.53	 1.44	 1.07	 	 3.61	
Psychology	(WOP-OB)	 	 2.31	 1.57	 1.13	 	 1.71	
Public	Sector	 	 1.76	 1.63	 0.98	 	 1.35	
Regional	Studies,	Planning	and	Environment	 	 1.80	 1.81	 1.10	 	 1.24	
Sector	Studies	 	 2.63	 1.91	 1.15	 	 1.72	
Social	Sciences	 3.44	 2.89	 1.77	 1.17	 2.35	 1.97	
Strategy	 2.48	 3.31	 2.05	 0.76	 1.77	 2.35	
Average	across	sectors	 2.42	 2.48	 1.63	 1.05	 1.80	 1.88	





































Finance	 107.33	 169.00	 	 66.50	 104.88	 	 28.00	 42.76	 	 17.92	 27.23	 	 4.67	 4.83	 	 2.90	 3.00	
Accountancy	 52.00	 82.00	 	 46.17	 73.17	 	 23.53	 36.60	 	 12.89	 20.22	 	 2.86	 2.89	 	 2.54	 2.58	
Business	History	and	Economic	History		 -	 -	 	 15.00	 21.00	 	 14.80	 21.00	 	 9.00	 12.50	 	 -	 -	 	 1.26	 1.25	
Economics	 78.83	 137.00	 	 56.48	 95.30	 	 33.39	 53.32	 	 20.01	 30.01	 	 2.95	 3.29	 	 2.12	 2.29	
Entrepreneurship	&	Small	Business	Management	 -	 -	 	 47.67	 77.33	 	 35.60	 54.00	 	 20.00	 32.25	 	 -	 -	 	 1.71	 1.79	
Ethics	and	CSR	 55.33	 100.67	 	 53.86	 87.86	 	 42.56	 64.67	 	 23.27	 35.82	 	 1.68	 2.00	 	 1.64	 1.75	
Human	Resource	Management	and	Employment	 -	 -	 	 25.00	 35.40	 	 22.78	 34.56	 	 16.47	 25.00	 	 -	 -	 	 1.27	 1.19	
International	Business	&	Area	 53.00	 88.00	 	 48.00	 82.50	 	 30.14	 44.29	 	 17.77	 26.62	 	 2.21	 2.48	 	 2.00	 2.33	
Information	Management	 61.00	 108.00	 	 47.25	 81.50	 	 39.88	 59.56	 	 29.20	 43.32	 	 1.77	 2.10	 	 1.37	 1.58	
Innovation	 -	 -	 	 62.00	 93.50	 	 48.00	 71.00	 	 24.27	 36.82	 	 -	 -	 	 1.72	 1.73	
Management	Development	and	Education	 -	 -	 	 37.00	 48.00	 	 30.67	 46.67	 	 19.00	 27.63	 	 -	 -	 	 1.49	 1.29	
Marketing	 7.00	 8.00	 	 7.50	 9.00	 	 17.13	 25.13	 	 21.11	 33.56	 	 0.37	 0.27	 	 0.39	 0.31	
Operations	and	Technology	 55.00	 92.00	 	 41.67	 62.33	 	 35.56	 51.00	 	 31.64	 44.73	 	 1.64	 1.92	 	 1.24	 1.30	
Operations	Research	&	Management	Science	 59.00	 84.00	 	 58.80	 83.60	 	 30.48	 43.48	 	 20.31	 28.38	 	 2.32	 2.34	 	 2.32	 2.33	
Organisational	Studies	 67.00	 111.00	 	 49.40	 74.00	 	 29.50	 44.50	 	 19.15	 27.08	 	 2.75	 3.10	 	 2.03	 2.07	
Psychology	(General)	 -	 -	 	 65.86	 100.57	 	 33.38	 48.38	 	 23.09	 33.36	 	 -	 -	 	 2.33	 2.46	
Psychology	(WOP-OB)	 -	 -	 	 44.71	 67.14	 	 29.92	 40.92	 	 27.00	 39.73	 	 -	 -	 	 1.57	 1.67	
Public	Sector	 -	 -	 	 39.33	 55.67	 	 27.56	 40.67	 	 19.30	 28.50	 	 -	 -	 	 1.68	 1.61	
Regional	Studies,	Planning	and	Environment	 -	 -	 	 36.00	 58.50	 	 48.25	 72.00	 	 25.75	 36.00	 	 -	 -	 	 0.97	 1.08	
Sector	Studies	 -	 -	 	 49.60	 79.80	 	 37.10	 56.20	 	 26.57	 37.33	 	 -	 -	 	 1.56	 1.71	
Social	Sciences	 44.33	 83.33	 	 40.67	 66.33	 	 32.44	 48.72	 	 17.87	 26.87	 	 1.76	 2.20	 	 1.62	 1.76	
Strategy	 71.00	 113.00	 	 71.00	 113.00	 	 26.67	 51.00	 	 20.67	 28.33	 	 3.00	 2.85	 	 3.00	 2.85	
Average	across	sectors	 59.24	 98.00	 		 44.90	 69.79	 		 31.87	 47.98	 		 21.16	 31.15	 		 2.33	 2.52	 		 1.71	 1.76	
Rank	of	finance	as	a	sub-field	 1	 1	 		 2	 2	 		 16	 16	 		 17	 16	 		 1	 1	 		 2	 1	
	
